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"GREAT WIDE, 
BEAUTIFUL, WONDERFUL 
WORLD, WITH THEI 
WONDERFUL WATER 
ROUND YOU CURLED ••• " 
I 
-WILLIAM BRIGHTY RANDS, I THE CHILD'S WORLD 
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" QUICK LOOK: 

WATER is the Earth's blood. What's put into the water in 
I 
I 
one place flows elsewhere; all water is shared by all Earth's 
communities. 
Since the world was formed, the amount of water in it has 
neither increased nor decreased. We'll never have more water, 
so it's important to take care ofwhat we have. For the most 
part, the Earth's water system was able to cleanse itself 
naturally until the dawn of pesticides, fertilizers, and 
industrial pollutants. U.S. legislation intended to regulate 
and minimize pollution has helped improve water quality in 
recent decades, but there is still a long way to go. Many 
experts agree that better water will depend in large part on the 
actions and attitudes of individuals. 
This Action Pack will help you answer the following water 
questions: 
• What causes poor water quality? 
• 	 What is a watershed? 
• 	 What are the effects of poor water quality on wildlife? 
On people? 
• What are the steps of the water cycle? 
• 	 What are the functions of wetlands? 
• What can people do to improve water quality? 
• 	 What are some ways you and your students can help 
preserve, restore, and create habitats? 
FUN FACT 
tA~
.,' ~. MORE FUN FACTS 
,,~~..,. .,~
.~., ' 
• • 
tA~
.,'
• 
• Water is the only substance 
found naturally on Earth in 
solid, liquid, and gas forms, 
ice on high mountain tops at 
the poles, water in the 
oceans, and water vapor in 
the atmosphere. 
• It takes 100,000 gallons of water 
to make a car. 
• It takes 280 gallons of water to 
produce one Sunday newspaper. 
• It takes 40 gallons of water to 
help a chicken produce one egg. 
• •
• • 
• The human body is 2/3 water. 
• Each person in the United 
States uses 2,000 gallons of 
water a day: the amount it 
takes to produce food, 
transportation, clothing, 
shelter, and water to wash in 
and drink. 
• 
• 
.,: 
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IBACKGROUND 

WATER quality problems begin in our yards, parking lots, and 
industrial sites. Human actions in these areas including 
..J'r../' 'r; fertilizing lawns, draining motor oil from cars, and 
J.rH ~~f~! : ' ' discharging fact~ry waste .introduces pollutants into 
-J r ,..... b'-~'- ~i _: j ') '- ~ streams, which feed nvers, lakes, and oceans. In 
.../';: ; :' ,it:1..~~ll~lil. ~t:t ') ') \.. the United States, the bigges~ water ~uality 
r~ r ( :' ( f( r..k-~' ' ~. """ ' ." ."~, "" ..:~~ '1 \... problems are caused by tOXIC chemicals 
(:l ' )\J, ' t " " , ., ~ ", "'f .....~ ' ... ·f C • 11 d frf C 
"'\ L ", '),' \ ,,;, , ':. ." '\..o.\ '~" ''':-~''''''' ~,.... rom lactones, po ute rono~~~:~ ~" rom larms 
..... LJ. ;. ' --, ,a.:.' '' ~ 0-.I\'I.~~"",, '\.-N~~"iI~ .' r, . , 
, \\ :/;,r::-~~~~Y,-j ': ~?!~~~'~:t< ': .:' .. ·:':~",:i>"'- and neighborhoods, and sewage. Soil eroswn, 
(( . ):~.- ~:; 0"';' ~ '..-.. :~. 0· : ~.: oJt'r' often caused when trees are cut down and 
-=:"._ . ~_ i, ' Ycc; i~ - ," ,:.:.==:' - .~,:~~:.~~: ~::~~~,;;,~; ;, ~:~.~:I:~¥ removed and land is paved, adds silt to stream -:-. :~e::-. 1:/1,:1 l/l ~'~~S~~~'_~.:.:;.::;/~·:·>~t- beds and can su~focate new aq~atic life. .I 'er ". ~_____ .:..:..:::::-.::..-:~: ' ~::// People studymg water quality focus on pomt 
~.--:::.--- - - - .. -.---- -=-. pollution sources-direct polluters such as sewer 
pipes-and nonpoint pollution sources-indirect polluters such as 
oil that runs from parking lots into streams when it rains. 
that feed the Mississippi. And, 
because the Mississippi is just one of 
the rivers that feeds into the Gulf of 
Mexico, those little watersheds all 
become part of the huge Gulf of 
Mexico watershed. 
By understanding how a small 
watershed is used, students learn more 
about the water quality of the stream 
and the ways it can be improved. A 
watershed that is made up largely of 
farms or gardens will face different I water quality issues than one made up 
of industrial sites. And when many 
watersheds feed into a river, all of their 
problems flow into that river. 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
WATER FOR liFE / 
Every living thing needs water. Plants need water for tt\ • /, - ' ~. 
photosynthesis. Animals need water to drink-and to provide ~ . ;~?n~ t:'! 
habitat for their food. They also need shelter and a place to raise .~,( ~U::Ji ':?,' ..<:: £/..< _. 
their young. The tiniest organism requires clean water, the loss of ( '-~_-;:-:{,'j ... /:;~"~'(/ 
tha~ organism due to p~or water quality ca~ affect the whole. food '.\~- ./;'.'::"', :Z:;",~: .' .::..~:~;: 
cham and the commumty that depends on It. A clear stream IS not ' j:\,,:.. ,; ';;' y/~.,.;,' 
. ~\ \\ ': II' .' I" , .. ~ ...
necessanlya clean stream! Healthy streams are ecosystems that . ,~~~\;" ... :.' ',/ /.~. 
support the right balance of plants and animals. Some crystal­ ,.7 
clear streams are actually dead streams, in which chemicals have 
killed every organism that might live in the water. 
-. 
.....If - , \..WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND 
What's put into water in one part of the world travels to other .J ; (' #~.;..-~ 
places. Water m~ves throughout the Earth in ~ process called -./ ' ("~:f1:~~:" -"'>o~ < :.';<:~~®.'.l 
the water cycle. FIrst, water from streams and nvers A'~-:~~~-;,;·:· .#':J?;,,?jj;;.~' .~ ~>': :";:" . . (Iii'" ~ 
gathers in lakes and oceans, where it is exposed to the sun. df;;("'~ \F:~~~fJ ~:S2j;)~ _~: ~a.r·. w;" .-,~ -p---.# .-:::::? r-
When liquid water is warmed by the sun, it evaporates, ·"~·-·"-~·L (/ $/' 

becoming a gas. As water vapor rises into the upper ., \ \... 4 /r 

atmosphere, its temperature is lowered by the cooler air. When it is "'- ~~/' 

cooled enough, the water vapor forms into tiny water droplets. This ~ r 

process is called condensation. As many droplets collect, they form clouds. 

The tiny droplets in clouds merge into larger droplets which return to Earth as 

precipitation-rain, snow, sleet, and hail. 

~""~~s~~':"~-~'~ CONDENSATION . ~~..~;::",, ~. . "'%t~~:;. 
.. ~ '.. ~F~'~ r,;!'>.-,.." . . : '" . .-:~~~~>'" ~':~~?'-;; ~~-r'. :... ," .. .?--~7~~. .:-· .~.~ ~.p~
,r / E ' ~" : ~ . ," .... ~,,~\..~,

./ (J ~,,_~,,~~'::!:~'
:J; :' _"":"':~ -i':\.'\,.\.... ~~,:.~,~ ~ .' - "'. , ~:.~ ~' , .\ 'AT '\, '~"?l" 
. /) /) ": "', ,:--, <).0 ~ "C') U : :t -~I;;:.Ir(r"'"1' ,.6 .', -/:.': 
. ':. .~ I !f!I J '. ;'. ,,~ "';.. ':,~ ,,2 U '\~( ,. ';).. ':\'?;" , j'"( z ~,~ - /.0' J ' oj · ,~\ ~'\"-' 
(' ~ I, "~2..lJ~,_r:~/6,/~2"WATER CYCLE 
10.. ' .. - .'/.' J:~V 
I -< ~/ /. " > .' '~b ~ . 
) UJ \\ , . • _ ,( ~ -:',' -~ _-.:,~d(<</~ f! j " 

' \ . . \, " ') ""~:<2" $•• 0/
\ .; '-' - ': " ', :. ~ 1.. 7,,~:' ~ ~ Iff fif'- :' , ~~"\\'; ,,' ~: ::~:-, '. '1 /~>t'6-~·1./ ,¥ / : ,t./I 
\~\\~"'" ' \ L ~ I' ~\W \Ii' ~~L 66 r;-~fj /'v't':.~ .\'" I \! :. t-.'A;III 1\' ( I w:.t ) • -:'"' ,,~;:jS-./;.s:") AIi I /0~~ , , '~~;J." '/ ~ '..t~l\llr' 1tll , ",~iJ¥/III , I);(~"'-. - ./ A ' 

0~~ ~\'~'" \~'-~ ___ b 0 
\'J~~---,.<-. - ~':~.:~~ .GROUND WATE~_~,/':~y~
-..'::-::-..- ~:,:.;.:....---.~/' 
- --'~o.~....".,-::~=---===~--=~__~ 
I 
• • • • 
• • • • 
I 
";'._..--'.:!l ~ 
~~-..~.. WETLANDS NEED PROTECTION
'<T'?:!, ),\-,;...C,~::?) Wetlands are natural water treatment plants which actually 
i~, C,~::" ,,~) ,._/~;/ filte: impurities out of the wa~er. They help prevent the soil \ ~ ~~ ~(;\~HH::J'j, --;.j-J) eroSIOn that makes water gual~ty worse, and the~ act as s~onges 
. ;(~\ '<':~I(II :,1>j:~/ to soak up extra water from ~amstorms, p~eventmg ~oodmg, 
<~>~",,;~ )/11,(( Swamps, marshes and estuanes are nursenes where tmy plants ' ,'\ \~'t\\\~!j/I/ . and ani~als are born and grow, In the past, people have \..  . e, \V(:]\\\:1 nJ~J) .~~ under~stlmated or overlooked the value ofwetlands and have~ ~~~.~rl ..i.t~\ \~, \.\ I/, >:;?c~/,~;,·~. dramed them , polluted the~ and depl~te~ them, , 
le·~\}~\'lf.'~1i'~~\\~~~~ , ~na'fls tfihaththnve I~ a wdethe~v,:onment1~ ~f(Qj0~~~- F~rexamhPb
" ~"'IA\ I "I~-:,..~,~~;t,- ·'c.;,,~,. ~~i;--.r "-:-"~lOrmt e aSlso a res -waterlOO c alOmaI I - .~ ~.( .-~ ~~.. .,.,) t~ (\' \ " " i\~' '\:t~ .' '"~~<~;".' ~":'~3 . swamp. But lately, a housing development has ~ \\ \"..#: ~,7'.... ~ '-"" . "" • f" \ 0 ..... ~ , •'~~_.~~ ~-~-!".~ .. ~~~.',~~ , ,\ '. ' o~~\~ sprung up around the swa~p. Some parts of 
.~~::4et~:'-¢~'~~'·~·:'.}\-:'·'~~~-~i~1~" the swamp have been dramed or filled to make 
---- ~'. h.-"".--:-:;:-"-· :--:-1 :)}c:<;f. ~-.~-U~~ room for houses. Trees have been cut down 
-....: .... ~..::-::.~- ' ''~j§::!;~i;t;>:.7~· --- along the edges o~ the, swamp. Now soil flows 
,, ':~ .. ~::7 mto the swamp w~en It rams or when gardens are 
.:.?'~/ watered. The water level 10 the swamp has dropped, and 
sometimes the snails are left high and dry. There are fewer snails 
now-less food for the animals that depend on them. Will more 
snails grow in a season of heavy rain? Maybe-if the new soil 
silting up the bottom of the swamp doesn't swamp the snails. 
THE CLEAN WATER ACT 
The goal of the Clean Water Act, enacted by 
Congress in 1972, is to restore all U.S. waters to a 
condition safe for fishing and swimming and to 
assure that those conditions are maintained. To 
date , 66%ofour waters meet this goal, up from 
36% in 1970, but we still have a ways to go! 
• • • • • 
A WARENESS NOTES ... 

I 
"To PROTECT YOUR 
RIVERS, PROTECT YOUR 
MOUNTAINS." 
-EMPEROR Yu OF CHINA, 
1600 B.C. 
I 
• • • • 
AWARENESS NOTES ... 

ANIMAL TRACKS WATER UNIT 
Activities: 
1. The Water Cycle 

Learn the stages ofthe water cycle (p. 13) 

2. Soil Permeability and Toxic Chemicals 

Explore the permeability ofdifferent types ofsoil and how runoffoccurs (p. 17) 

3. Wetland Models 

Discover the way a wetland works (p. 21) 

4. Be A Water Treatment Officer 

Look at the process ofpurifying water (p. 25) 

Plus, the Animal Tracks Kids' Activity Page, a ready-to-copy activity page 
for individual work. (p. 29) 
•• 
I 
I 
THE WATER CYCLE 

I 

I 

I 

/ ' /~/ /~ ((,)j~~b //;; ~BAC.KGROUND.: 
{'" § .W~·0·· . / I .' , ~ Water IS one of the most Important resources on earth. Water 
/.; 'it / \ ',:',: . . , -< <1;'/' seems mag~cal becaus~ it ~ha~ges its form and is found in three /.I~" ;'::" t~f:.(j1~ / 
.... \~\ ':'Sii:'.~;;t~~\ ~:'~ :':::7.. .' I ~ 
,'. \ ' .. -;:.; . ~ U 
~ 
SUMMARY: 
Demonstrate the stages of 
the water cycle. 
GRADE LEVEL: 
Grades 3·6 
TIME: 
20 to 30 minutes 
SUBJECT: 
Science, Language Arts, 
Environmental Studies 
MATERIALS: 
(For a class of 30 students) 
• 	 6 portable electric 
burners 
• 	 6 aluminum pie plates 
• 	 5 pounds of ice 
• 	 6 potS or beakers in 
which to boil water 
• 	 12 potholders 
• 	 Handouts: 
The H}dr-o{o~c C}cle 
(p, 16) 
Make the Water- Cycle 
(p, 15) 
LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES: 
Completing this activity 
will allow students to: 
• 	 Learn the four steps in 
the hydrologic cycle and 
the three physical states 
of water 
• 	 Observe and describe 
the ways water changes 
as it moves through the 
hydrologic cycle 
• 	 Develop and use new 
vocabulary words 
~ta.te~ of eXistence. In I~S lIqu.ld state as we ~ost comm~nly kn.ow 
It, It IS called water. I.n ItS solId state, water IS known as Ice. In ItS 
gaseous state, water IS called steam or vapor. 
Water maintains its liquid state between 32° F and 212° F (0 ­
100° C). Below 32° (0° C ), water freezes into ice. Above 212° (100° 
C ),water evaporates into steam. Water is stored in all three forms 
on earth-as ice in glaciers found on high mountain tops and at 
the North and South polar caps; in its liquid state in our oceans, 
rivers, lakes and streams; and in its gaseous state as vapor in the 
air we breathe. You can feel water vapor in the air on a hot and 
humid day. You can see water vapor condense against a cold glass 
of milk. 
Water is recycled again and again in the hydrologic cycle. 
Water accumulates, or gathers, in lakes and oceans. When water 
reaches its vapor point, it evaporates into the air. As water vapor 
rises into the upper atmosphere, its temperature is lowered by the 
cooler air. When it is cooled enough, the water vapor forms into 
tiny water droplets. This process is called condensation. As many 
droplets collect, they form clouds. The tiny droplets in clouds 
merge into larger droplets which return to Earth as precipitation ­
rain, snow, sleet, and hail. 
•
• • 
~-z PROCEDURE:~ 1. 	 Hand out the Make the Water Cycle worksheet. 
2. Hand out the Hydrologic Cycle worksheet, and explain the 
four steps of the cycle. Review the demonstration instructions on 
the Make the Water Cycle worksheet and review safety procedures 
regarding the safe use of the electric burners. 
3. Have your students follow the instructions on the 
worksheet. Supervise the students to prevent problems and 
maintain order. 
4. Within ten minutes, all students should have demonstrated 
the complete water cycle, in which the evaporating water forms 
steam which condenses against the cold aluminum pie plate, 
resulting in precipitation. 
S. Have the students complete their worksheets. Ask them 
what they observed. Ask them to discuss ways the cycle relates to 
their everyday lives. 
6. After the students have completed the activity introduce 
the vocabulary words during a discussion period. 
EXTENSIONS/MODIFICATIONS 
• 	 This activity can be done as a demonstration if your 
students shouldn't use burners or if you don't have enough 
burners for the entire class. 
• 	 Another version of this lesson can be done without burners. 
Use clear glass or plastic cups. Pour water into the cups or 
cover with clear plastic wrap secured with a rubber band. 
Set the cups in the sun. After about 15 minutes, students 
will observe condensation on the sides of the cup and on 
the plastic wrap. Precipitation may also be observed, 
depending on the heat of the day. Placing ice on the plastic 
wrap will increase the likelihood of precipitation. Although 
students will probably not observe evaporation, explain to 
them that it must happen for the water to condense along 
the sides of the cup. 
• 	 For ESL students, translate the vocabulary words into their 
language and have all the students learn both sets of words. 
•
• 
ANSWERS TO 
THE FILL-IN 
QUESTIONS 
ON THE MAKE 
THE WATER 
CYCLE 
WORKSHEET: 
1. Water in its solid 
state is called ice. 
2. Water evaporates 
when it is heated. 
3. Rain is another word 
for precipitation. 
4. Clouds are formed by 
condensation. 
S. Water accumulates in 
oceans, lakes and rivers. 
Adapted 
from the 
Animal Tracks 
Activity Guide 
published by 
the National 
Wildlife 
Federation® 
MAKE THE WA TER CYCLE 
Name ___________________________________ 
MATERIALS: INSTRUCTIONS: 
• 	 Portable electric 
burner 
• 	 Pot of water 
• 	 Aluminum pie 
plate 
• 	 Ice 
• 	 Potholders 
Be t'ery careful when handling the electric burner. It will get very hot, 
and can cause burns. 
1. Plug in the electric burner, or have your teacher do it. Set 
the heat to medium-high. 
2. Place a pot half full of water on the burner. 
3. Place ice in your pie plate. 
4. When the water begins to heat what do you observe? Which 
part of the water cycle are you seeing? 
5. After the water has been heated, place your pie plate with ice 
about 12" (33 em) above the pot. You will have to hold it there for 
a few minutes. Be careful to hold the pie plate with potholders, to 
protect your hands. 
8. With your teacher and classmates, discuss your observations 
and some new vocabulary words that help explain the water cycle. 
I 
FILL IN THE CORRECT WORDS IN THE SENTENCES: 
1. Water in its solid state is called 
---­
2. Water ____ when it is heated. 
3. Rain is another word for 
---­
4. Clouds are formed by ____ 
THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE 

Water is recycled again and again in the hydrologic cycle. 
Water accumulates, or gathers, in lakes and oceans. When water 
reaches its vapor point and evaporates into the air. This gas 
travels upward until it reaches a cold thermal layer above the 
earth. The temperature of this air causes the warm gaseous water 
to cool and become liquid. This process is called condensation. 
Clouds are the result of condensation. As more water vapor 
condenses at the cold thermal layer, the water particles become 
large and heavy. .' \ '.' " . 
Thelsewlater '~<\~\~VZh~- ~~,~~~ .. 
mo ecu es '-.."\,J ~::', ~f~-- ,: &" 'h "r. · ...... _ ~_ ~ 
eventually fall _ ~~ If" 1~: :-, ~ ,:' 't,::::':- r, r:' ,; : '-,:-~ 

out of the sky A ~ .~..... c. . " ,-. ~ r, -;.. "''',., ~ 

as rain, snow, n ·:~·_-.:.~·O ~.....,:.:..--...-~--~.::,.~ :"r_ I." ~' \ '\ '\.L 

hai.l, ~nd sleet.,t; // -;,]11f\\f"'f0 .. , ~\0~~~ .-.-.~ 

This IS called 10 , 0: 0 '0\ 1 2 b, ~)r =so,' 

precipitation. 0 ~ ~ _-~:.: 

Fill in the vapor rises \, \.. 

and is absorbed .' ~ ( rtJ:Il
bl k 
an s to by the clouds. \ i_~ nl.bbfJ_.
complete all - N"''''__ 
four stages of 
, , ~ 
the hydrologic . 
cycle. One of the . .'~~ 
stages is filled in?) ":->c? 
for you. "- ? 2 
~ \-·ti~ 
~~~:--:? 

-: -=;> -',~ 
~-:. '('.-." .
--=----­
-'-- ~,",-~. ,... .. -....
. ':-' . -.=--. 
• • 
SOIL PERMEABILITY 

AND SOl L EROSION 

~ BACKGROUND:SUMMARY: ~When toxic chemicals contaminate our drinking water, theExplore the permeability  
of different types of soil health of an entire community is endangered. Seemingly benign 
and show how run-off behavior-such as dumping used motor oil or paint thinner onto 
occurs, 
the ground-can have potentially serious consequences if the 
GRADE LEVEl: pollutant is carried into the drinking water supply. This nonpoint
Grades: 3-6 
contamination occurs either by percolating into the soil or as run­
TIME: off during a strong rain. This lesson illustrates two ways that 
25 to 30 minutes toxic chemicals can enter lakes and aquifers. The first activity 
demonstrates the different permeability characteristics of soil,SUBJECT: 
Science, Social Srudies, and the second shows how run-off occurs, and illustrates the 
Soil Science, Health, damage caused by erosion. Placing a "toxin" (red food color) in 
Language Arts 
the soil illustrates the way toxics get into the groundwater and 
LEARNING drinking water supplies. JI/~~ ~ -, ~OBJECTIVES: 
' r "'\ \-.Completing this activity ~-b_".--...:...~~, 
will allow students to: 
-/ I ,, :'j.,~- :-~'L_I..·__.. 
r -':::;-.' '--W=---:":':~ 
-/. ~ ~.=::-: j: . lAW \1.... • Understand that 
I 
materials can be 

picked up by water and 

transported through 

.J, /,r~l~}~,·\,~,\:~£~\i~:~\ ; -J -'~~' L 
soil r J &), ;\ '" \\ :, ".' ~~p" 1 \-. 
• Observe that different ( r-/. j ~ 'II ~\ i)', j ~ ~-:~.<'= o~.~' ~~~" ~ . ',­
types of soi I have 
,l '- ' .~ ) fA) ",;',:,',' :J':d~:' ~ \;\-:. q~A;:;:: }different physical .~~~~,;: -i" ,/',;::~..I;":' ,; ~'-~,Y~~:~d#~,'~ ('qualities 
I 

, ~~~ . ,-~,~ -;;;-,~ . ~;.-~,-:.~ ._-- :(~~-:-- -::= -~~~~~.'.:-:-:-\ 

composition, 

permeability and run­

• Learn about soil '71:I:::~;
";:1 ~~fr;~' ,2~'~"'~;7.""-~"' ~rtrf1'~~>~¥;C '''_~~'''''	 (~\. V/''-;'"~~ r~Y; ;;0 '%-;../~ -7'-/'("(;;-c~~ ~~,.off, and the ways these '~r/~ W~-;. d;y;'~ .~/.~~ f'A'/~i-;;; e:<..f.§
z::;%.?-p;; y.:~/~~r J:----;m1 ',{: f::i::~; ~<~ 
;-//,; 1~~/. ~:~~/ ~Z4 0;:~~ ~.;:;?! factors contribute to pollution in our /;'/: .... /:~	 ,;~r-...::; ....... , v;,,:''';~7~~~r ;'':''0:;;'X-~fl 'r r /~ '-::// ~/ , "'0':--0;-;,r~'~;~ "'-,);::1~/'......f~.r::-:?' ~ :Z--J.~~_~C?/~~/: &£<-4Jdrinking water 
; : / 
/ .,j").sw, 
.J '" ){:.~ /, .rr"'j",,;,:,_ MATERIALS: 	 , J r ) / ~.~_J>bJ./,I. }' ! ....J r )~, ....~.. ~-
For the soil erosion activity (; r \ ~J ~ /0 'I, ~ =­r 	 ¥, 
I( \' ': ;) r f.'~ , ~~V C Q j-,,:;.jI(one for each set of students) 	 \, \- \";'1'" 1'1'.', L":' ~'Y.:' 
I , .): /" -. I ~~,~ ~ "/
• 	 Shoe box \~ ':"\, ? ..",."'\~(!' " .;- ,;>-,(~; , l 
'1 11 d f 'd~ : ". h-.... . /.3, ,/ J1:
• 3 smaII bags 0 f SOl co ecte rom OutSI e ",-~":'J ') \\r::,r ,~;f ~ /)i~~~ \ 
• Large hand~ul of fresh grass or other green waste 'V l ''\' ~" //1 ~-<" , \); 
• Large watering .can full of water 	 ) ~ l ':'\ \ (:,' f. Y i. 
• Red food colOring 	 , l \ \rr~i~""-~ 
• 	 Handout: Soil Erosion Experiment worksheet (p. 20) ') ~ '\ l /1; I! ji •• 
) ;~,,/ljl' ,r
• 	 ~-'i. ,,~..• 
• 

• • 
For soil permeability activity (one for each set of students) 
• 	 2 large pans to catch water 
• 	 2 similar-sized coffee cans with 8 to 10 holes punched 
in the bottom 
• 	 2 cups of water 
• 	 Watch to count minutes and seconds 
• 	 2 types of soil-sand or gravel and potting soil-enough 
of each to half-fill the cans 
• 	 Clock or watch 
• 	 Handout: Soil Permeability Experiment worksheet (p. 19) 
~ PROCEDURE: ~ 1. Divide the class into groups of six students. Each group 
will conduct both experiments. Three students in each group 
will do the soil permeability experiment; the other three will do 
the soil run-off experiment. Be sure you have enough materials 
for all groups. 
2. Distribute the worksheets for the two activities. 
3. While the students are preparing the soil permeability 
experiment, place several drops of red food coloring into one 
of the two containers of soil each group is using. Don't let 
the students know which container it's in. Place red dye into 
every box used by the group conducting the soil erosion 
experiment. 
4. Have the students complete the experiments and 
answer the questions on the worksheets. When they have 
finished their experiments, have the students who conducted 
one experiment explain to the other students in their group 
what they learned. 
S. Start a discussion about the results of the experiments. 
Were the students surprised by the results? How do they feel 
about dumping toxic materials in the soil now? 
6. Have your students write a story about soil erosion 
and their effects on water and soil. Ask them to explain what 
might happen to plants and animals that live in the soil. 
Encourage them to be creative. Have them include ideas on 
ways to prevent or solve this problem. 
EXTENSIONS/ 
MODIFICATIONS 
• 	 These two 
experiments can 
also be done as 
demonstrations 
for the class. 
• 	 The soil 
permeability 
experiment can be 
done using only 
one type of soil. 
You can also 
conduct the 
experiment 
without the data 
sheets, and follow 
up the activity 
with a discussion 
of the 
observations the 
students made. 
• 	 For a more 
complex version of 
the soil 
permeability 
activity, use four 
different types of 
soil: gravel, sand, 
potting soil and 
clay. Conduct the 
experiment for 
each, and compare 
the speed at which 
water travels 
through each. 
Reprinted from 
the Animal Tracks 
Activity Guide 
published by the 
National Wildlife 
Federation® 
• 
I 
SOIL PERMEABILITY EXPERIMENT 
Name ____________________________________ 
MATERIALS: 
• 	 2 large pans to catch water 
• 	 2 similar-sized coffee cans with 8 to 10 holes punched in the 
bottom 
• 	 2 cups of water 
• 	 Watch to count minutes and seconds 
• 	 Clock or watch 
• 	 2 types of soil-sand or gravel and potting soil-enough of 
each to half-fill the cans 
PROCEDURE: 
l. Fill each can half full with a different type of soil. Each type
Jr"',­
J r ' '- of soil allows water to move through it at a different speed. The 
--' r ~(/...,~ _~,,\\... speed that water passes through soil indicates its permeability. 
J~~ b :)/§,;~1f"\ \ L 2. Write the name of the soil you think is most 
.J;.!f '):'~~;1 ," , .,/j :G.' , L permeable. The water will pass faster through the more 
r 	 ,/ ',') , , , 
J' '-, ~ l' '.- ,'-- l. permeable soil. My prediction is ____ 
"~ ~,\. l~.[ ~I.J, ; '~CFFti, -' ~;: 3. Place the can of soil over the pan, and pour theI r 
-~2::'~<' ,~,~ .j' i' .~:r cup of water into the c~n. ~ave one person be the,timer,
U'--, 
~- '",-~' ...::.-.::-~~.- _-;:.~:,.:.~-==_:...~ and record the length ofnme It takes for the first dnps of 
~ .~ __ __ r water to reach the pan. Record the length of time it takes for 
n;'1--r:= - ~- ~1/f~f!7;) all the water to reach the pan. If the water has not stopped 
dripping after five minutes, stop timing. 
Type of soil : 
Time elapsed until first sign of water: 
Time elapsed until all the water drips through: 
Type of soil: 
Time elapsed until first sign of water: 
Time elapsed until all the water drips through: 
Which soil was the most permeable? 
Was your prediction correct? 
SOIL EROSION EXPERIMENT 

MATERIALS: 

PROCEDURE: 
1. Cut out one of the short sides of the shoebox 
leaving the other three intact. Place dirt in the shoe box. 
Create a mound the dirt on one end so it's higher than 
the other, like a small hill. Place the shoe box over a large 
pan. Pour water over the higher end fairly quickly and let 
it drain into the pan. Observe what happens. 
3. Answer the following questions: 
Which pan is muddier (which means it 
has the most soil in it)? 
Which one had the least soil in it? 
When soil washes away with water in a 
storm, it may result in erosion. From what 
you observed, how can you prevent erosion? 
What happened to the red dye your 
teacher placed in the soil? 
What might have happened if this dye 
had been toxic? 
I 

I 

SUMMARY: 
Discover the way a 
wetland works by making 
and manipulating a 
model. 
GRADE LEVEL: 
Grades 4-8 
TIME: 
1-3 class periods 
SUBJECT: 
Science 
MATERIALS: 
(For each group of 4 to 5 
students) 
• 	 Chalkboard or easel 

paper 

• 	 Modeling clay 
• 	 Oasis (florist foam) 
• 	 1 roasting pan 
• 	 Small piece of indoor/ 
outdoor carpeting 
• 	 1-2 medium sponges 
• 	 Pine needles, twigs, 
grass, weeds, soil and 
other natural materials 
• 	 Cotton swabs 

(optional) 

• 	 Toothpicks (optional) 
• 	 Cardboard 
• 	 Glue 
• 	 Scissors 
• 	 Paper and pencil s 
• 	 Crayons or markers 
• 	 Poster paints 
• 	Jar of muddy water 
• 	 Clear water 
• 	 Pictures of wetlands 
• 	 Reference books on 

wetlands 

• 	 Handout: WetlAnd Models 
I LEARNING 
OBJECTIVE: 
Completing this activiry 
will allow students to: 
• 	Build a model of a 

wetland 

• 	 Understand the 
functions of a wetland 
including flood 
control , soil erosion, 
and water purification 
•

• 
W;ETLAND MODELS 
~ BACKGROUND: ~ It's hard to tell just by looking at wetlands that they help filter 
silt and pollutants from water, help prevent soil erosion and often 
reduce flood damage. By building a simplified wetland model, 
you can demonstrate some of these important wetland functions. 
~ PROCEDURE 
~ 1. Begin the activity by showing the group some pictures of 
different types of wetlands, including freshwater and salt 
marshes, freshwater swamps, mangrove swamps and bogs. Ask 
the kids to list the characteristics of a wetland. Write their 
answers on a chalkboard or large sheet of easel paper. Take a 
survey to decide which of the characteristics might apply to all 
wetlands. Then discuss the plants and animals that might live in 
each kind of wetlands and how each may be dependent on 
wetlands in some way. 
2. Have each group of students build a wetland model, 

following the directions on the handout. 

3. Each group should use their wetland model to demonstrate 
some of the functions of a wetland. Explain that wetlands, like all 
habitats, are very complicated natural systems, and scientists are 
still learning more about the ways they work. Scientists already 
know that wetlands perform some very important functions, such 
as filtering pollutants, reducing flood damage and preventing soil 
erosion. Scientists also think that some wetlands, at times, might 
help to recharge underground water supplies. Explain that your 
model will demonstrate some of these functions in a very 
simplified way. Here are some of the functions you can 
demonstrate with the model: 
FLOOD CONTROL: 
The students should fit the piece of carpeting into the wetland 
area. Pour some water slowly on the land, as shown. Have the 
studenrs describe what happens. (Some ofthe water is slowed down by 
the wetland represented by the carpeting. The excess slowly flows into the 
main baSIn ofu'ater.) 
Now have the students remove the carpeting and water. This 
time pour in the same amount of water on the model at the same 
spot and rate as before. Have the students note any differences. .;r
•. .•. .•. 9:-"' 

• • • • 
• • 
• 
(The water should fill the area much more quickly than before. That's 
because it's no longer buffired by the wetland. Explain that most wetlands 
are shallow basins that collect water and slow its rate offlow. This slowing 
process helps reduce flooding and also helps prevent soil erosion.) 
In many coastal areas and along river systems, wetlands are 
drained and filled in, and houses or marinas are built right along 
the water. Without a wetland buffer, these developed areas are often 
subject to severe flooding and erosion, especially during storms. 
WATER PURIFICATION: 
Have the students pour the water out of the model and replace 
the piece of carpeting in the wetland. Pour some muddy water 
from the jar onto the land. Ask the students to compare the water 
that ends up in the body of water with the water in the jar. (The soil 
particles are trapped by the carpeting, making the water in your model 
body ofwater much cleaner.) 
Have the students remove the carpeting, pour out the water, 
and try the experiment again. What happens without the wetland 
in place? Ask the students why all the dirt particles end up in the 
body of water now. (The thick mat ofplant roots in a wetland helps trap 
s~lt and some types ofpollutants. Withou~ a wetland) excessi~e amounts of ?;:-~ 
Slit and pollutants can end up tn lakes, nvers and other bodzes ofwater.) J r -:. .~- . ~~--=.'~ _.~-' "\ .~ 
. 	 . -' r...) r ;j.t:;.~::c£~?"~,.· ::'::-:fiZ ." '­
4. After demonstratmg some wetland functIOns, ~~-!';~~::-..~.,:;>~D: ' .. ~: "'\ ~ '­
discuss ways wetlands are important wildlife habitats ~-r~-:-:~"~'~T- -:<-~' ~!",t.~ ,. '... ....:-"'~.:'~-:-' ". 
as well as important recreation sites for people. ' -. -~~~:.i ~-:~~""'-:~.~:..)­
--~~=:-~-- ~-~ 
S. To expand the activity, have each group replace the - -- ~.::~~-:.:~ -~-
indoor-outdoor carpeting with Oasis (florist foam) molded into a 
shallow basin. In this way the students can attach plants and 
animals to the model with toothpicks. They can make a 
freshwater marsh , a salt marsh, a freshwater swamp, a mangrove 
swamp or a bog. Provide reference books and the pictures you 
used at the beginning of the activity so the students can see 
examples of the different types of wetlands they can make. 
Then have them decorate the models according to the types of 
wetlands they are making. Here are some ideas: 
• 	 For cattails , use cotton swabs painted brown, pieces of grass Adapted from 

or toothpicks painted green with bits of brown clay stuck "Wetland Models," 

on the tops. from NWF's 

• Use long pine needles for reeds. 	 NatureScope issue 
• 	 Shape wetland creatures from clay or cut them from paper Wading Into Wetlands 
and glue onto toothpicks. published by 
Make trees by gluing pieces of green sponge onto twigs. McGraw Hill 
• 
I 
WETLAND MODELS 

Name ____________________________________ 
BUILDING THE MODEL: 
1. Spread a layer ofmodeling clay in half of a roasting pan to 
represent land. Leave the other half of the pan empty to represent 
a lake or other body ofwater, such as a river or an ocean. 
2. Shape the clay so that it gradually slopes down to the body 
ofwater. 
3. Smooth the clay along the sides of the pan to seal the edges. 
You can also form meandering streams in the clay that lead into 
the body ofwater. 
4. Cut a piece of indoor-outdoor carpeting to completely fill 
the space across the pan along the edge of the clay (see diagram). 
The carpeting represents the wetland buffer between dry land and 
the open water. 
, ~~.:~==-,:' . - .. ' -:.::---- .. -~
"q:\ ~ •. ,
' 
.:..--r,' . 4'.'.'. , ": .. ..~" ,l::::cpi~~ '~<!4 ',-' 
WATER CARPET CLAY 
DEMONSTRATING FLOOD CONTROL: 
1. Fit the piece of carpeting into the wetland area. Pour some 
water slowly on the land, as shown. Describe what happens. 
2. Now remove the carpeting and water. This time pour in the 
same amount of water on the model at the same spot and rate as 
before. What changed? 
DEMONSTRATING 
WATER PURIFICATION: 
2. Remove the carpeting, pour out the water, and try the 
experiment again. What happens without the wetland in place? 
- -
4-6 
IBE A WATER 
TREATMENT OFFICER 
~ BACKGROUND: 
~ When water falls to earth and flows into reservoirs, 
aquifers and lakes, it can collect dirt particles, bacteria and 
other biological and chemical pollutants_ These 
contaminants must be removed from our water supply 
before the water is safe to drink. This activity simulates the 
treatment process water goes through before it flows from 
our tap. 
The United States has one of the best and cleanest 
drinking water systems in the world. Water treated at the 
local water treatment facility goes through an extensive 
process before we drink it. Water is first aerated, by 
spraying it into the air to release trapped gasses and to 
absorb oxygen. Next, powdered alum is added to the water. 
The alum binds with dirt particles suspended in the water 
(coagulation). The particles, now called "floc," become 
heavy and sink to the bottom (sedimentation). The water is 
then filtered through layers of sand, gravel and charcoal to 
remove any remaining small particles. Finally, a small 
amount of chlorine is added to kill bacteria and micro­
orgamsms_ 
In rural areas, many homes get their water from wells 
that tap into the local aquifer. This water is not treated at a 
water treatment facility. It may contain various dissolved 
minerals or even biological contaminants, but it usually is 
safe to drink without treatment. However, all well water 
should be tested regularly to detect harmful contaminants 
which may enter the aquifer. 
~ ~-~ PROCEDURE:~ 1. This activity works well in conjunction with a 
discussion about aquifers and reservoirs. Ask students if 
they know the source of their local drinking water. Learn 
the name of the local reservoir or aquifer, and identify it on 
a local map. Some students may be revolted at the thought 
that their drinking water comes from a reservoir where 
boating and fishing activities also take place. Explain that 
SUMMARY: 

An experiment to look at the steps 

and processes involved in 

purifying water, 

GRADE LEVEL: 
TIME: 
30-40 minutes 
SUBJECT: 

Science, Social Studies , 

Geography, Health 

MATERIALS: 
• 	 1 pound bag of clean aquarium 
gravel 
• 	 1 pound bag of clean sand 
• 	 1 container of powdered alum 
(found in the spice section of a 
grocery store) 
• 	 2 clear plastic cups per team 
• 	 1 polystyrene (Styrofoam) cup 
per team of students 
• 	 Paper towel cut in quarters 
• 	 To simulate chlorine: a few 
drops of yellow food coloring 
mixed in a cup of water or a 
bottle of non -chlorine bleach 
(found in the cleaning-supply 
section of the supermarket) 
• 	 Large bucket of water with 1 cup 
of dirt mixed into it 
• 	 Large soup ladle (optional) 
• 	 Handout: The Water Treatment 
Plant (p, 27) 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Completing thi s activity will allow 
students to : 
• 	 Explain the steps and processes 
involved in purifying water at a 
water treatment plant 
• 	 Understand why water must be 
cleansed and purified before it is 
safe for human consumption 
• 	 Discover where the sources of 
drin king water are in the area 
• 	 Reco~nize a career option that 
connects environmental and 
health issues in a way that 
directly benefits society 
•
• 
water is treated before it reaches our faucets. Explain EXTENSIONS/ 
that during this activity they will become "water MODIFICATIONS 
treatment officers" for a day, and learn how to 
properly treat water before it is released for 
consumption. Briefly explain how water is treated 
before starting the activity. 
2. Break the class into groups of two or three 
students. Distribute The Water Treatment Plant 
handout, and ask students to consider the bucket of 
dirty water to be the reservoir. Instruct one student 
from each group to stir the water well and use it to fill 
one clear plastic cup three-quarters full. Have the 
other students in the group collect the materials they 
need and set up the simulation activity. Keep one cup 
of dirty water as a control to compare to after the 
water has been treated. 
3. Have the students follow the instructions on 
their Water Treatment Plant handout. Offer assistance if 
needed, supervising the activity as the students carry 
out their simulation. 
• 	 A simpler version of this 
activity requires only a 
coffee filter and a funnel. 
This will illustrate the 
way water is filtered 
without following the 
more complex instruction 
in this activity. 
• 	 Use the words in this 
lesson for vocabulary 
words of the week. 
• 	 Read The Magic School 
Bus At The Waterworks 
By Joanna Cole, or assign 
the book as homework 
reading. It reinforces the 
concepts presented here. 
• 	 Take your students on a 
field trip to see the way a 
real water treatment 
plant functions, or take 
them to the wastewater 
treatment plant, which 
handles water from 
homes, drains and 
restrooms. Have a 
representative from your 
local water treatment 
facility speak to your 
class about water 
treatment. 
Test various water 
samples for 
contamination. Collect 
samples from the tap 
water in different 
locations or a local river, 
stream, or lake. 
Reprinted from the Animal Tracks 
Activity Guide published by the 
National Wildlife Federation® 
• • •
• • 	
•
• 
I 
THE WA TER TREA TMENT PLANT 
Name ______________________________________ 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Take one clear plastic cup to the "reservoir" and fill it three­
quarters full of water. 
2. Using a pencil, punch eight to ten holes in 
the bottom of the white foam cup. Place a piece WATER TO '//' ­
of paper towel or filter paper on the inside of theBE PURIFIED .r /' 
. cup at the bottom. Put one inch of gravel in the'··· ' ~:-::--~'-<fI.';'""t'., ~~-=-:".-- - ,/,  ... " cup. Cover the gravel with one inch of sand. Seti: ~~':'-: ~ 
I 	
::;.~_:_~. ..r this filter cup aside.
.. -~:- ". ' . 
. - __- -' __ ~,,:\,?- __ ..J!:' 
r. - ______~ ;..-- - .. =-=---- :. 
3. Pour the dirty water in the clear cup into 
the other clear cup. Repeat two more times. This 
process is called aeration. 
SAND 
4. Take 1/2 tsp. alum and put it into the cup 
GRAVEL 	 containing the water. The alum will bind to the 
dirt in the water. This is called coagulation. TheFILTER 
alum and dirt are heavy and will form a layer onHOLES 
the bottom of the cup. This is called 
sedimentation. 
S. Place an empty cup 
underneath the white foam cup 
with the sand and gravel filter. 
After the particles in the clear cup have fallen to 
the bottom, pour the water into the white foam 
cup. This step is called filtration. The water 
coming through the filter is free of dirt. 
6. Use the eyedropper to place two drops of 
the "bleach" into your water. If this were really 
chlorine , it would kill bacteria and micro­
DROPSorganisms in the water. If this were a real water 
OFtreatment plant, you would now have water 
BLEACHclean enough to drink. 
7. When cleaning up, save the water to water plants. 
Wash the clear plastic cups so they can be used again. 
A WARENESS NOTES... , 
~ 
I 
~(.}nimal Kids I Page,
.0-rackS. Welcome to Antmal Tracks! 
By following the tracks, you can learn more 
about the environment and what you can do to 
make a difference. 
Just follow the tracks... 
tI .. 
; .. J ~: 
~'- :I'"..e ­
,,,, 
Did you know? 
Only 1 % of the water on Earth is liquid 
fresh water for human consumption . 
Americans drink more than 1 billion 
glasses of water a day. 
The human body is 2/3 water. 
1;.. It takes 100 ,000 gallons of water to 
• 	 make a car. 
i: Water is the only substance found 
." 	naturally on Earth in solid , liquid, and gas 
forms. (Ice , water, and water vapor) 
Water, Water everywhere 
Unscramble these water words. 
(H,nt all the words appear on lhls page. ) 
ndnasctieoon toopiarvane 
ncaeo ermsat 
arvpo twrae leycc 
diiqlu 
Answers ,31 lower flghf. 
The new full -color Animal Tracks book contains 
more games, puzzles. information and activities 
about conservation Issues. Order your copy from 
the National Wildlife Federation . Have an adult 
call 1-800-477-5560. 
"'­.~-\~ 
Spread the Word I 
;,'f. 
Water 
Clean Water For Life 

Every living thing needs water, as well as sun, air, and soil. 

Plants need water for photosynthesis, Animals need it to drink. 

Even the tiniest organism requires clean water; the loss of a key 

organism due to poor water quality can affect the whole food 

chain and the community that depends on it. Healthy streams, 

rivers and lakes are ecosystems with the right balance of algae, 

plants, insects, animals, fish and birds. 

What Goes Around Comes Around 

What's put into the water in one part of the world travels to 

other places. Water moves throughout the Earth in a process 

called the water cycle . First, water from streams and rivers 

gathers in lakes and oceans where it is exposed to the sun. 

When liquid water is heated by the sun it evaporates, becoming 

a gas (evaporation). As water vapor rises onto the upper 

atmosphere, its temperature is lowered by the cooler air. 

When it is cooled enough, the water vapor forms into tiny water 

droplets. This process is called condensation. As many droplets 

collect, they form clouds. The tiny droplets in clouds merge into 

larger droplets which return to Earth as precipitation - rain , 

snow, sleet , and hail. 

,&.I'!'
h' 
t7- Tell people how important clean water is to all of us . 
*i;.. Use as little water as possible around the house and 
• 	 encourage others to conserve. 
There are pol lution solutions I 
"i7- At your own home and school, encourage the use of 
• 	 organic fertilizers and discourage the use of toxic chemicals 
to kill weeds and pests . When it rains, these substances 
run off into the water system . 
1..: Find out about the water quality problems in your area and 
• 	 start a clean water group or work with other organi zations 
to help clean them up. 
Adapted by Sara Bradley 1ram the Waler Action Pack published by the National Wddlile Federation 1996 Animal Tracks ® IS a registered trademark o f the Nal lonal Wildlife Fedefallon 
Action 
I 
A WARENESS NOTES ... 

I 
I "NOBODY CAN BE IN 
GOOD HEALTH IF HE DOES 

NOT HAVE ALL THE TIME 
FRESH AIR, SUNSHINE, AND 

GOOD WATER." 

- FLYING HAWK, OGLALA SIOUX CHIEF 
-------­ . ..------­
• • 
I 
A CTION NOTES... 

•
• • • 
j(( \';-;,. ACTION: 
-----:>­/~ii!!flL:~- HANDS-ON WAYS 

~. -~ 7' TO HELP IMPROVE
I '~? 	 WATER QUALITY
I 
HOW TO GET STARTED 
~~. Research: Conduct a little research to find out what's 

already happening in your community. 

~~. Brainstorm project ideas: Check out some ideas and 

resources that we've provided below. You can also go to the 

library or the Internet's World Wide Web to see what ideas you 

can get from other groups. 

~~ Evaluate options and pick a project: Try to be 

reasonable-don't over-commit to a project. Take time to 

figure out what time and resources will be involved. 

~~. Network: Get other people involved. Try schools, youth 

clubs, community centers, local businesses, and churches. To 

get their interest, make a public service announcement, send 

out flyers, or attend community group meetings to present 

your ideas. Learn to delegate-those who share in efforts will 

also share in rewards. 

~~. Plan: If you fail to plan, you plan to fail-develop an 

action plan. Contact and involve the local government, 

communi!:), businesses, and other interested parties. 
I ~~. Keep Track: Take a notepad with you always and make 

sure to note important information like phone numbers, 

contact names, deadlines, and inquiries. Make sure to follow 

up on everything. 

~~. Act: Get started! Be patient, and remember that results 

I and rewards take time. 

PROJECT IDEAS 
• 	 FInd your water address. What's the nearest stream, lake or 
other body of water? Find out its name and the direction 
in which it's flowing. Follow the flow or use a map to find 
I out where your body of water is leading. Keep going (in person or on the map) until you reach the ocean. Then •
•,r 
I 
':-. 
• • 
write your address, with your location first , and the ocean 
last. Here's a sample: 
Karen Young 
East Bank ~--~~-:.m----':"-' 
Sasco River /~~.-,.;.// ..~ '. . .::-:~~,:~=S;~: 
Long Island Sound ~~y___ -.-:-~~. 'U .~-;-;~: 
Atlantic Ocean ('" . ~. . r.~'.-'/ ~ ~.- . 
. . C" "0.' "'Y'{; t..r'-,-;::R :­
• 	 Take a stream census. Determme . .) p...\"~~-r,A.,.N .~ ~,\'" - ~'i 
what organisms live in your \\ ~f\e~QL;~:~~E ~.~~ 1
• ;;V _ . r\?V' (, ~', '. 
stream. Look at ~rops of stream . 	 .. ~::;~- ~~-._<J; (-;..j~~tA~ :
water under a mlcrosc~pe. Search ~..J ~ \ ,... _: ~.  
on and under rocks, sticks and ,'- ,~ _ . ;~ -' - ". l~' 
debris. Check the mud along the shore. 'L... __ ~--- :! ~ . ", -' ~~ 	 . 
Use a screen or fine net to trap "\ ,'- .J ~_:--. _ . \ ' 
<.. Cf '-~ \macroin~ertebr~tes-i.nsects or c~ustaceans. Use a ' .. '-, I... .~r . \ I 
field gUlde to Identify the speCIes you see. Graph your ' . I 
results. What species was most plentiful? Least? 
Repeat your study over time and compare your results. 
• •
• • 	
• Find out how your school or home uses water. 
Take note of the ways people in a certain 
building make use of water. Indoors, 
survey how people use, conserve or waste 
water and whether cleaners, paints and 
other substances disposed of with waste 
water might create problems in the 
environment. Outdoors, study watering, 
fertilizers , flow from parking lots during 
rain storms, and other things that might 
waste or contaminate water. Research 
where water runoff goes: What is your 
school's watershed? Find out where water 
going into your local sewer system goes, 
and visit the water treatment plant. 
• 	 Paint-a-Drain. Consult your local sewer 
authority to find out where storm drains 
empty. Get permission from local officials 
to paint storm drains with a message that 
says "Don't Dump! Drains to " 
filling in the blank with the name ofyour 
local body of water. For more information, 
see Resources section, page 39 . 
• 
I!ASESTUDY: 
~"" 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
PUTS A STOP TO WASTE IN DRAINS 
"The children in my class know they're needed to take part 
in environmental issues," says teacher Suzette O'Donnell of 
Roosevelt Elementary School in Olympia, Washington. 
Suzette's class worked together to stencil their neighborhood's 
drains with the words "DUMP NO WASTE. DRAlNS TOI STREAM." Earthwater Stencils of Rochester, Washington, 
provided kits that included a stencil, tape, vests for the 
children, plastic gloves, a flag to alert cars, and even a broom to 
sweep the area they would stencil. 
Ellen Ware, 9, felt important as she flagged cars and talked 
to curious drivers about her group's project. "Before, if they 
were going to get rid of oil or something, they might dump it in 
the storm drain. Now they'll see the sign and stop." Ellen's I involvement has encouraged her to spread infonnation about 
water improvement activities. "If we're in the newspaper or on 
the radio, people will know about stonn drains, and they'll try 
to help." 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
• • 
• 
• 
• • • 
HOW TO MAP YOUR WATERSHED 
1. Your public library or the National or local Geographic 
Survey can provide you with a topographic map of your area. 
Find a road map of the same area covered by your topographic 
map. (See Resources section on page 42.) 
2. Find your school or the dot that stands for your house 
on the topographic map. Use a highlighting marker to mark 
nearby bodies ofwater. 
3. Study the elevations shown on the topographic map. 
Find the highest places. 
When rain falls, water will flow down from these places to 
the lowest places-usually bodies of water. Draw arrows on the 
map to show the waterflow. 
4. Choose one body ofwater. Draw a line around all the 
areas that flow into it. This is the watershed of that body of 
water. 
I 
5. Use both maps and 
take a walk through your 
watershed area. Identify 
. the features in your 
watershed that might 
contribute to water quality 
problems, such as paved 
areas, farms, suburban 
lawns, businesses, 
factories, dumps, golf 
courses, and other 
potential polluters. 
6. Evaluate each 
potential problem and 
consider a course of action 
you might take to reduce 
the pollution problem for 
your body of water. 
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
I condensation-the process by which water vapor is cooled to 
I 
liquid form. 
ecosystem-the interaction of living and nonliving things in a 
habitat. 
evaporation-the process by which water is heated to gas form. 
I 
food chain-a representation of the relationship between 
organisms in an ecosystem. Each organism is a link in the 
food chain. A simple food chain goes like this: the sun 
produces energy that feeds grass. Grass produces seeds that 
I 
mice eat. Snakes feed on ice. And hawks feed on snakes. 
macroinvertebrates-large organisms that have no vertebrae, 
such as crayfish or worms. 
nonpoint pollution-indirect sources of pollution, such as runoff 
fertilizer from lawns. 
I 
organisms-living things. 
permeability-having the capability to allow gases or liquids to 
pass through. 
photosynthesis-the process by which plants use the sun's energy 
to convert carbon dioxide and water into sugar. 
I 
point pollution-direct sources of pollution, such as factory 
smokestacks or sewage treatment plants. 
precipitation-the process by which condensed water builds up 
in clouds and falls to the ground: rain, snow, sleet, or hail. 
runoff-flow of any substance into a body of water. 
silt-soil mixed with water. 

soil erosion-the flow of dirt into a body of water because of 

I 

flooding or wind. 

topographic map-a map that shows elevations in land. 

water cycle-the process by which water evaporates into water 

vapor, condenses into liquid form in the clouds, and 
precipitates rains or snows back to earth. 
I 
watershed-the land area from which runoff flows toward a 
body ofwater when it rains. wetlands marshy areas into 
which water from surrounding land drains. 
I 

G,UIDE TO WATER ACTIVITIES 

The following chart lists activities from the Animal Tracks Activity Guide and the 
NatureScope series that apply directly to water studies. 
Grade 
Level 
Activity Name/Source Specific Grades Science Math 
Language 
Arts 
Social 
Srudies 
An Summary 
>­0::: 
-« 
~ 
0::: 
0.. 
Away With 
Waste 
(NS Pollution p. 59) 
K-S !I~' !I~' !I~' Listen to a rhyming story to find out about sources of water pollution . 
W 
..... 
-«
-C 
W 
~ 
W 
..... 
Z
-
The Water 
Cycle" 
(AT P 36) 
3-6 !I~' ../~.,. Demonstrate the stages of the water cycle. 
Soil Permeability 
and Toxic 
Chemicals" 
(AT p. 5 1) 
3-6 '/~~.' !I~' 11~' Explore the permeability of differeor types of soil and show how run-off occurs. 
Plastic in the Sea 
(NS Oceans p. 59) 
3-8 11~' '/~ ~.. Discuss plastic pollution and iorerpret data about plastic dumping in the ocean . 
Guilty or 
Innocent 
(NS Pollut ion p. 61) 
3-8 11~' 11~' Use clues to figure out if five people in a town are guilty 
of polluting water. 
How Much Water 
Do You Use 
(AT P 43) 
3 and 
above 
'1 . ~~. '/~ ~.. 11~' 11~' Investigate water usage for various household activities and look at 
ways to conserve water. 
It's Only 
a ualcy Faucet 
(AT p. 40) 
4-6 !I~' ~~. ~~. Determine how much water is wasted from a leaky faucet . 
Water Words 
Pu zzle 
(AT P 46) 
4-6 11~ '1 . ~~. ~~ Learn vocabulary words pertaining to water. 
Be a Water 
Treannent 
Officer" 
(AT p. 55) 
4-6 11~ ~~. Do an experiment to look at the steps and processes involved 
in purifying water. 
Adopt a Water 
Friend 
(ATp. S9) 
4-1\ ../~... ~~ 11~' Conduct a series of observations to assess the water quality of a local water resource. 
C 
W 
U 
Z 
-« 
>c 
-« 
Go with the Flow 
(NS Pollution p. 64) 
6-8 ~~. Study a watershed and then map your local watershed. 
NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE 
FEDERATION" 
KEY 
• '" In cl\ld ed In rhe Antmal Tracks Warer ActIon Pack 
AT 0 AnImal Tracks A(111 711" GUIIU (or Edllcato,., GraMs 4 In 6 (Item 79928) 
NS Pollurion = Nalllrescope. I'ollullnn : Problem.< C- Snlllf10ns (Irem 75045) 
NS Ocr~ns 0 Na lureScopr. Oll7n)',lnlo Ocea ns (Item 75042) 
All avail.hle from the No"on.1 Wddlife Federation. 8925 Leesburg Pike, 
Vien n•. VA 2218 4. 1·800·477·5500. 
•
• 
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RESOURCES 

FOR TEACHERS 
J ~~'- Animal Tracks Activity Guide for Educators Grades 4-6, published 
J 'ff:~;;~...;.;:~ \... by the National Wildli~e Federation, ~ 9.9~. Follo~ theI J 1 \;(:~ =~':: ~ '- tracks for more actIOn-packed actiVIties. AvaIlable 
J. r A 0 ..J"9f~..J U ~l '- through NWF, 8925 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA 
J. J rhO A '~ '..J . A /\ 1 "- 2218~-0~01. 1-800-432~6564 Free with cost of 
.J r reo ~~..U 0A AI': shlppmg and handlmg, Item #79929. http// 
...., LOA ,~ ;-- \6 i \ 0 U 6 oJ r www.nwforg/nwf 
"\ L U60 1 ....1770 t; \ b ~rfP' ~ive Water A Hand, Leader Guidebook, publ.ishedI 
-, "-.::~~\) {\.F.-f' by Give Water a Hand. Wonderful water project
-.. . . ;.,. 1· _ :)~. strategies and skills for leaders to accompany the 
, .;/~~.f.~~;:-~_ ki~s' Act~on Guide. ~ive Water a Hand, U.niversity .of 
c£=''-'''''''= - _ . Wlsconsm, 216 Agnculture Hall, 1450 Lmden Dnve, 
Madison, WI 53706. 1-800-WATERlO. 
Water Precious Water, published by AIMS (Activities Integrating 
Mathematics and Science). A collection of elementary water 
activities for grades 2-6. AIMS Education Foundation, PO Box 
8120, Fresno, CA 93747-8120. (209) 255-4094. $14.95. 
Educating Young People About Water: A Guide to Goals and Resources, by 
Elaine Andrews and the Cooperative Extension National 
Review Team, 1995. Over 100 youth water curricula and other 
resources. Available through the ERIC Clearinghouse, 1929 
Kenny Road, Columbus, OH 04321-1080. 1-800-276-0462. 
$5.00, Item# A-116. http://www.uwex.edu/erc/ywc 
Field Manual for Water Quality Monitoring, published by GREEN 
(Global Rivers Educational Education Network). Educators 
guide with more kids activities focusing on water quality 
monitoring techniques. Available through GREEN, 721 East 
Huron Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. (313) 761-8142. $19.95. 
http://www.econet.apc.org/green/ 
Hands-On Save Our Streams Teacher Manual, published by Izaak 
Walton League of America, Fall 1996. Izaak Walton League of 
America, 707 Conservation Lane, Gaithersburg, MD 20878­
2983 . (301)548-0150. $18.00. 
I 
WOW· The Wonders ofWetlands and Discover Watershed: The 
Everglades, published by Project WET (Water Education for 
Teachers). Background information and activities. Project 
WET, Montana Stare University, Bozeman, MT 59717-0057. 
(406) 994-5392. $15.95 each. 
I 

Efor Environment, by Patti K. Sinclair. An annotated bibliography 

of children's books with environmental themes. RR Bowker: 

New Jersey. 1992. 

• 
RESOURCES 
FOR CHILDREN 
Animal Tracks, published by National Wildlife Federation, 1995. 
The companion student workbook to the Animal Tracks Activity 
Guide filled with fun pages and activities for kids. Available 
through NWF, 8925 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA 22184. 1-800­
432-6564 Free with cost of shipping and handling, Item 
#79929. http//www.nwf.org/nwf 
Give Water A Hand Action Guide, published by Give Water A Hand. 
A youth program guide for environmental action designed to 
help kids create their own water protection project. Give 
Water a Hand, University ofWisconsin, 216 Agriculture Hall, 
1450 Linden Drive, Madison, WI 53706. 1-800-WATERlO. 
The Magic Schoolbus at the Waterwork, by Joanna Cole, illustrated by 
Bruce Degen. Scholastic. 1995. 
Captain Planet Save-Our-Streams brochure, published by Izaak 
Walton League of America, 707 Conservation Lane, 
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-2983. (301) 548-0150. 
Nature Search: Wetlands, by Andrew Langley. Young readers will see 
wetlands through the magnifying glass included as part of the 
cover and stretch their powers of observation. New York: 
William Morrow, Inc. 1993. 
Water by Fancois Michel. A pull-tab, pop-up book on the origins, 
uses, forms and benefits ofwater for all ages. New York: 
Lathrop, Lee and Shepard. 1992. 
50 Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth, byJohn Javna. 
Andrews & McMeel. 1990. 
Water Up, Water Down: The Hydrologic Cycle, by Sally 
Walker. Carolrhoda Books, Inc. 1994. 
Monitor's Guide to Aquatic Macroinvertebrates, 
published by Izaak Walton League of 
America 707 Conservation Lane, 
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-2983. 
(301) 548-0150. 
The Green Machine and the Frog 
Crusade, by Stephen Tchudi. A boy 
saves frogs and their habitat. 
Delacorte. 1987. 
Pond Lifo, published by Western 
Publishers. A Golden Guide to help - . ~. --,.------- .......... --.. 
...... ---.' - '. ­
identify pond creatures. 1967. 
RESOURCES 
COMPUTER, 
ON-liNE, AND VIDEOI Bill Nye, Science Guy. National television broadcasts. Two 
programs per video with range of 60 titles focusing on science 
and the environment. Titles include: "The Water Cycle," 
"Rivers and Streams" and "Fish." Available through Disney 
Educational Products, (800) 295-5010. http://nyelabs.kcts.org 
The Environmental Education Network maintains a Web page 
listing links to numerous environmental education resources. 
The site is at http://www.envirolink.org/enviroed/ 
SOS for America's Streams, video. Available through Izaak Walton 
League ofAmerica, 707 Conservation Lane, Gaithersburg, MD 
20878-2983. (301) 548-0150. 
I 
NWF's Great Lakes Natural Resource Center Web Page offers 
information on protecting the worlds' greatest freshwater 
seas. http://www.great-Iakes.net:2200/0/partners/nwf/ 
glnrc.html 
Environmental Protection Agency's Office ofWater Web Page 
offers information on water quality, regulations, volunteer 
monitoring, estuaries, drinking and ground water, wetlands 
and watersheds. http://www.epa.gov/ow/ 
I 

I 

I 
RESOURCES 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Center for Marine Conservation, 1725 DeSales Street N.W., Suite 
600, Washington, D.C. 20036. (202) 429-5609. 
Earthwater Stencils. Range of stormwater drain stencils for "Paint 
a Drain" projects. 4425 140th Avenue S.W., Rochester, WA 
98579-9703. (360) 956-3774. 
Give Water a Hand, University of Wisconsin, 216 Agriculture Hall, 
1450 Linden Drive, Madison, WI 53706. 1-800-WATER20. 
GREEN (Global Rivers Educational Education Network), 721 East 
Huron Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. (313) 761-8142. Web 
address: h ttp:jjwww.econet.apc.orgjgreenj 
Izaak Walton League ofAmerica. Save Our Streams project and 
educational materials. 707 Conservation Lane, Gaithersburg, 
MD 20878-2983. (301) 548-0150. 
Project WET (Water Education for Teachers), Montana State 
University} Bozeman, MT 59717-0057. (406) 994-5392. 
Water Environment Federation. Free educational materials on 
water quality issues. 601 Wythe Street} Alexandria} VA 22314­
1994. (703) 684-2487. 
National Geographic Society. "The Geography of Fresh Water", 
"Wonders of Learning Kit" and other water education 
materials. National Geographic Society, 1145 17th Street NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. 1-800-638-4077. 
U.S. Geological Survey. Get a topographic map ofyour area from 
the USGS to help map your watershed. Other water education 
materials available. 1-800-USA-MAPS. $4.00. 
Zoo Guides' Life in the Desert and The Rainforest are CD-ROMs 
exploring the web of desert and rainforest life, respectively. 
Animals and plants are highlighted. Children can view videos, 
read maps, take quizzes and print out information. Advanced. 
By REMedia, (619) 486-5030. 
• 
• 
I 
•
• • 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
I 
filET RECOGNIZED! 

Once you've gotten your feet wet in a water project, you can apply for 
recognition for your work from one of the following award programs: 
I 
I Keep America Beautiful 
I 
To youth and school groups for environmental 
improvement. Annual. 
I 
Keep America Beautiful 
Awards Program Coordinator 
9 West Broad Street 
Stamford, CT 06902 
(203) 323-8987I PresidentJs Youth Service Awards 
To youths ages 5-22 for community service 
I President's Youth Service Awards P.O. Box 310 
New Castle, DE 19720I (302) 323-9659 
Albert Schweitzer Environmental Youth Award 
I 
To youths and youth groups ages 12-18 for 
environmental change in the community. 
Albert Schweitzer Institute for the Humanities 
P.O. Box 550 
Wallingford, CT 06492-0550 
I (203) 697-2741 
I 

I 

I 

• • • • 
• • • • 
TM 
NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE 
FEDERATION® 
The National Wildlift Federation has 
many educator and training resources 
available. Here's how to find out more 
about them... 
NATUREQUEST® 
NatureQuest is NWF's certified training 
program for teachers, camp program 
directors, nature and science counselors, 
naturalists , and outdoor educators. At this 
three-day action-packed workshop, 
participants discover new nature study 
activities , refine teaching techniques , and 
exchange valuable 
ideas and 
information with 
peers from other 
camps and youth 
programs. 
Training is 
offered at sites 
across the NatureQuest 
..... '0 .... ' WIID'"' "0110"0101 country, 
primarily during 
the spring. Groups of25 or more can 
request a NatureQuest training session 
reserved and planned specifically for them. 
For more information, call 1-800-822-9919. 
"~ 
•'~~ • 
NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE WEEK 
During National Wildlife Week, NWF 
distributes over 620,000 kits to teachers 
across the country. For the 1997 Wildlife 
Week April 20 to 26, the theme is "Nature's 
Web: Communities and Conservation." 
Wildlife Week Kits are distributed through 
individual NWF Affiliates. Consult the 
NWF Conservation Directory or your local 
library or phonebook to find the address of 
the NWF Affiliate in your state. 
CONSERVATION 

SUMMITS® 

Conservation Summits provide unique 
learning opportunities for teachers, 
outdoor, educators, youth leaders, and 
parents at some ofAmerica's most 
spectacular sites. During these week-long, 
family-oriented adventures, participants can 
take advantage of special classes that 
provide instruction on introducing children 
and students to the study of nature and the 
environment. Classes include integrating 
environmental education into an existing 
curriculum, teaching techniques for nature 
study, and an introduction to available 
environmental education materials. 
University credit is offered at all locations. 
For more information, call 1-800-822-9919. 
I 
BACKYARD WILDLIFE 
HABITAT 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION~ 
BACKYARD WILDLIFE 
HABITAT PROGRAM 
The Backyard Wildlife Habitat program 
encourages people in all parts of the u.s. 
and Canada to supply the basic elements 
that wildlife n-eed to survive: food, water, 
shelter, and a place to raise young. Anyone 
with a yard, no matter what size, can easily 
create a home for wildlife. Once the basic 
elements are provided, one may apply for 
certification and join the list of over 18,500 
official Backyard Wildlife Habitats. To 
order an information kit about this 
program that contains a planting guide, a 
copy of The Backyard Naturalist by NWF's 
chief naturalist, and an application, call 
1-800-477-5560 and ask for item #79946. 
NAI10NAL WTWUFE FEDERAnON°I 
SCHOOLYARD HABITATSI PROGRAM 
Schoolyard Habitats encourages and 
assists school communities in establishing 
habitat-based learning sites. The program 
emphasizes wildlife habitat conservation on 
school and learning center grounds, cross· 
curriculum learning and teaching, and 
community involvement. For moreI information call 1-800-822-9919. 
I 

CONSERVATION 
DIRECTORY 
The Conservation Directory is an annual 
publication of the National Wildlife 
Federation and continues to be the most 
complete source for up-to-date detailed 
information on environmental conservation 
organizations. The 1997 edition lists over 
2000 governmental and non-governmental 
organizations and personnel involved in 
conservation work statewide, nationwide, and 
worldwide. The directory may be purchased 
by calling 1-800-477-5560. The 1997 edition 
is $55.00 plus shipping and handling. For 
more information on how to get your 
organization listed, call 703-790-4402. 
CAMPUS ECOLOGY 
Campus Ecology establishes 
environmentally sound practices on college 
campuses by promoting leadership and 
action within the campus community. By 
communicating to campus organizers what 
other students, faculty and administrators, 
and the broader environmental community 
have learned, Campus Ecology recognizes 
the efforts of people who work on 
outstanding projects by documenting and 
publishing their accomplishments. For 
more information, call 703-790-4318. 
•
• 
• • 
WATER NOTES... 
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ABOUT ANIMAL TRACKS 
ACTION PACKS 
Animal Tracks Action Packs are a 
classroom resource educating students 
about environmental issues through 
discovery, awareness, and action. look 
for Action Packs on recycling, water, 
and habitat, with more topics to cornel 
